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2361 Acceptable Use of Computer Network, Computers and Resources
With the spread of internal computer networks and telecommunications throughout the modern
work place, the Board recognizes that students, teachers, administrators and other employees will
shift the ways they share ideas, transmit information, and contact others. As students and staff
members are connected to computer networks, their use of new tools and systems brings new
responsibilities as well as opportunities. Appropriate tiered access will be assigned based on
responsibility and job description as defined by the Board of Education.
The Board expects that all employees will learn to use internal networks, electronic mail and
telecommunications tools when available to them and apply them daily in appropriate ways to
the performance of tasks associated with their positions and assignments that pertain to the
educational purposes of the school district. Students will learn to use resources as incorporated
into the school curriculum.
Electronic information research skills are now fundamental to preparation of citizens and future
employees during an Information Age. The Board expects that the staff will blend thoughtful use
of such information throughout the curriculum and that the staff will provide guidance and
instruction to students in the appropriate use of such resources.
Use of computer networks is a privilege and communications should not be considered private.
Network supervision and maintenance may require review and inspection of directories or
messages. Messages may sometimes be diverted accidentally to a destination other than the one
intended. Privacy in these communications is not guaranteed. The district reserves the right to
access stored records in cases where there is reasonable cause to expect wrong-doing or misuse
of the system. Network storage areas may be treated like school lockers. Courts have ruled that
old messages may be subpoenaed, and network supervisors may examine communications in
order to ascertain compliance with network guidelines for acceptable use.
Telecommunications, electronic information sources and internal networked services
significantly alter the information landscape for schools by opening classrooms to a broader
array of resources. In the past, instructional and library media materials could usually be
screened--prior to use--by committees of educators and community member's intent on
subjecting all such materials to reasonable selection criteria. This Board Policy requires that all
electronic materials be consistent with district-adopted guides, supporting and enriching the
curriculum while taking into account the varied instructional needs, learning styles, abilities and
developmental levels of the students. Telecommunications, because they may lead to any
publicly available file server in the world, will open classrooms to electronic information
resources which have not been screened by educators for use by students of various ages.

Staff
In order to match electronic resources as closely as possible to the approved district curriculum,
district personnel will review and evaluate resources in order to offer materials, which comply
with Board guidelines governing the selection of instructional materials. In this manner, staff
will provide developmentally appropriate guidance to students as they make use of
telecommunications and electronic information resources to conduct research and other studies
related to the district curriculum.
As much as possible, access to information resources will be designed in ways, which point
students to those, which have been reviewed and evaluated prior to use. While students may be
able to move beyond those resources to others, which have not been evaluated by staff, they shall
be provided with guidelines and lists of resources particularly suited to the learning objectives.
Students may pursue electronic research independent of staff supervision only if they have been
granted parental permission and have submitted all required forms. Permission is not transferable
and may not be shared.
Student
Access to telecommunications will enable students to explore thousands of libraries, databases,
and bulletin boards while exchanging messages with people throughout the world. The Board
believes that the benefits to students from access in the form of information resources and
opportunities for collaboration exceed the disadvantages. But ultimately, parents and guardians
of minors are responsible for setting and conveying the standards that their children should
follow when using media and information sources.
All students will be informed by staff of their rights and responsibilities as users of the district
network prior to gaining access to that network, either as an individual user or as a member of a
class or group. These rights and responsibilities apply to access to the network from within the
school building as well as off site.
Online Global Communications
We are pleased to offer students of the Egg Harbor Township Schools access to the district
computer network to access programs and files on our internal network, for electronic mail and
Internet access. Online global communications and the Internet, all students must obtain parental
permission and must sign and return the form to their teacher.
Online global communications and the Internet will enable students to explore thousands of
libraries, databases, and bulletin boards while exchanging messages with Internet users
throughout the world. Families should be warned that some material accessible via the Internet
and other electronic databases might contain items that are illegal, defamatory, inaccurate or
potentially offensive to some people. While our intent is to make Internet access available to
further educational goals and objectives, students may find ways to access other materials as
well. We believe that the benefits to students from access to the Internet, in the form of
information resources and opportunities for collaboration, exceed any disadvantages. But

ultimately, parents and guardians of minors are responsible for setting and conveying the
standards that their children should follow when using media and information sources. To that
end, the Egg Harbor Township Schools support and respect each family's right to decide whether
or not to apply for access.
Online global Communications and Internet Rules
Students are responsible for good behavior on school computer networks just as they are in a
classroom or a school hallway. Communications on the network are often public in nature.
General school rules for behavior and communications apply.
The network is provided for students to conduct research and communicate with others for
educational purposes. Access to network services is given to those who agree to act in a
considerate and responsible manner. Access is a privilege-not a right. Access entails
responsibility. Parent permission is required for students.
Individual users of the district computer networks are responsible for their behavior and
communications over those networks. It is presumed that users will comply with district
standards and will honor the agreements they have signed. Beyond the clarification of such
standards, the district is not responsible for restricting, monitoring or controlling the
communications of individuals utilizing the network.
Network storage areas may be treated like school lockers. Network administrators may review
files and communications to maintain system integrity and ensure that users are using the system
responsibly. Users should not expect that files stored on district servers would always be private.
During school, teachers of younger students will guide them toward appropriate materials.
Outside of school, families bear the same responsibility for such guidance as they exercise with
information sources such as television, telephones, movies, radio and other potentially offensive
media.
Internet Safety Protection
As a condition for receipt of certain Federal funding, the school district shall be in compliance
with the Children’s Internet Protection Act, the Neighborhood Children’s Internet Protection
Act, and has installed technology protection measures for all computers in the school district,
including computers in media centers/libraries., The technology protection must block and/or
filter material and visual depictions that are obscene as defined in Section 1460 of Title 18,
United States Code; child pornography, as defined in Section 2256 of Title 18, United States
Code; are harmful to minors including any pictures, images, graphic image file or other material
or visual depiction that taken as a whole and with respect to minors, appeals to a prurient interest
in nudity, sex, or excretion; or depicts, describes, or represents in a patently offensive way, with
respect to what is suitable for minors, sexual acts or conduct; or taken as a whole, lacks serious
literary, artistic, political, or scientific value as to minors.

This Policy also establishes Internet safety policy and procedures in the district as required in the
Neighborhood Children’s Internet Protection Act. Policy 2361 addresses access by minors to
inappropriate matter on the Internet and world wide web; the safety and security of minors when
using electronic mail, chat rooms, and other forms of direct electronic communications;
unauthorized access, including “hacking” and other unlawful activities by minors online;
unauthorized disclosures, use, and dissemination of personal identification information regarding
minors; and measures designed to restrict minors’ access to materials harmful to minors.
Notwithstanding blocking and/or filtering the material and visual depictions prohibited in the
Children’s Internet Protection Act and the Neighborhood Children’s Internet Protection Act, the
Board shall determine other Internet material that is inappropriate for minors.
In accordance with the provisions of the Children’s Internet Protection Act, the Superintendent
of Schools or designee will develop and ensure education is provided to every student regarding
appropriate online behavior, including students interacting with other individuals on social
networking sites and/or chat rooms, and cyberbullying awareness and response.
The Board will provide reasonable public notice and will hold one annual public hearing during
a regular monthly Board meeting or during a designated special Board meeting to address and
receive public community input on the Internet safety policy - Policy and Regulation 2361. Any
changes in Policy and Regulation 2361 since the previous year’s annual public hearing will also
be discussed at a meeting following the annual public hearing.
The school district will certify on an annual basis, that the schools, including media
centers/libraries in the district, are in compliance with the Children’s Internet Protection Act and
the Neighborhood Children’s Internet Protection Act and the school district enforces the
requirements of these Acts and this Policy.
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